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WHY 
WORRY?

Because the same mistakes keep being made, especially in new markets.

Lessons from 40 Years of Global Wind Development

GET MORE LESSONS to apply toward wind farm success  
in our “Winning” presentation and our Booth #A-102.
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Extra Lesson: Operations

Early Development Wind Approach

Advanced Measurement/Modeling Benefits

Gross-to-Net Energy Dangers

• Question the public wind map; they look pretty, but are often very wrong
• Screen constraints: prevent surprise kills
• Conduct early wind rose & array design for planning
• Evaluate unique meteorology: Special wind zones?
• (more points revealed in our “Winning” presentation)

a. Use high-resolution mesoscale (non-linear) modeling to:
• Achieve the most accurate wind map and reveal hard-to-find high wind areas
• Understand your nearby competitors and expansion possibilities
• Optimize your array for maximum production and minimize wake losses
• Optimize landowner targeting and more met and wind measurement plans
• (more points revealed in our “Winning” presentation)

b. Use remote sensing (lidar and sodar) to:
• Rapidly deploy new wind measurements and reduce uncertainty
• Reduce wind shear and wind speed extrapolation uncertainty for tall hub heights
• Understand wind veer effects on production
• Improve wake loss estimation: wind speed to and above tip-height

a. Seek benchmark against actual wind farm performance

b. Use realistic loss factors 
• Typical total losses are 5-7% higher than they were 10 years ago
• If total losses are under 15%, be wary (they should be 16-23%)
• Site-specific production effects by control systems
• Many factors have more downside than upside
• Wake losses worsen in stable, shallow, or veered flows
• Wind turbine performance worsens in stable conditions (high wind shear, low turbulence)

c. Get an early energy estimate to identify areas to improve

d. Consultant site visits matter for accuracy and uncertainty

a. O&M practices
• Selection of site manager is critical
• Use appropriate performance indicators for safety and compensation
• Give each technician or group a set of turbines that they “own”
• (more points revealed in our “Winning” presentation)

b. Unforeseen factors affect long-term performance
• Upwind wind farms
• Off-taker curtailment
• Operational restrictions related to environmental constraints

BOTTOM LINE: 
Applying these lessons helps create a winning 

project with speed and reliability!


